ACCESS WORLDpay

Your new front door to world-leading payment capabilities
ACCESS WORLDPAY

Discover a simple integration to fault tolerant, scalable services and rapid, safe, data-driven product enhancements at global scale.

Access Worldpay delivers...

A fast, simple integration
Integrate into the world's most advanced gateway in days, not weeks

The highest level of service quality
Resilient, scalable, dependable services with expert support

The latest payment products
Cutting edge payment capabilities with rapid feature releases
A fast, simple integration at a glance:

**Simple JSON schema**
Easily readable by humans and machines. The result? Reduced integration efforts and more of your engineers’ time spent developing your business.

**Discoverable Hypermedia journey**
Guided payment journeys which are constantly improved with the addition of new features and routes.

**Cloud-based, fault tolerant architecture**
Our global failover network provides the highest level of availability, constant accessibility and unmatched dependability. If a data center is unavailable, we replicate your request and route it to a different server in our global network for the fastest response.

**Single point of access**
Forget about multiple accounts. One point of entry and just a few payment elements to share with us. Access Worldpay handles the routing complexity behind the scenes.

**DevOps principles**
Our developers and engineers are responsible for the run of Access Worldpay. They speak the same language as your teams, and understand your objectives. With this comes continuous development and reduced technical debt.

**Resilient microservices**
A compartmentalized architecture that lets us rapidly add new features without breaking the all-important functionalities your system depends on.
Checkout

Our secure checkout solution with web, iOS and Android SDK features helps you reduce PCI costs and increase global acceptance through one integration, featuring:

- Card detail auto-fill
- Full responsiveness to different screen sizes
- User input validation, such as the card number length
- Qualification for the lowest level of PCI compliance (SAQ A)

Mobile Wallets

Wallets are safe and efficient ways to pay, and one of the fastest and most recent developments in the payments world. With Access Worldpay, you can offer:

- Apple Pay
- Google Pay

Payouts

Make local payments in local currencies around the world… fast!

- A single API integration that supports many payout routes
- Choose from Visa Direct or OCT, Mastercard PT, and more
- Flexible payouts to wallets, direct, or tokenized

Account Verification

A quick, easy and secure way to increase card authorization rates and sales:

- Send us a zero or nominal value request
- We verify the account for you
- We cancel any nominal authorizations

Account Updater

Boost revenue and maximize customer lifetime value with our Account Updater service. Watch your conversion rates improve with automatic updates of card details for invalid, expired, lost or stolen cards.

Tokens

Powerful protection for you – and your customers too:

- Store card identifiers as tokens to speed up checkout
- Bundle tokens into a wallet for your customers
- Reduce PCI costs and risk

3D Secure

Reduce fraud with minimal friction:

- Independent 3DS MPI\textsuperscript{1} to improve your acceptance rates through enhanced security
- Our SCA\textsuperscript{2} compliant API supports 3DS1, 3DS2 and additional client-side data options
- Our MPI is provided in partnership with Cardinal, the largest provider in the industry

\textsuperscript{1} Message Plug-In  
\textsuperscript{2} Strong Customer Authentication
Unlock the door to all payment capabilities with Access Worldpay. We create value across the lifecycle of every payment.

Grow with experts
Identify growth opportunities with the power of payments experts plus robust data and reporting.

Maximize global acceptance
Remove the complexity from accepting payments anywhere, any way around the world.

Protect your revenue
Keep more revenue with leading-edge security, fraud and loss mitigation solutions.

Convert sales and save
Increase revenue with higher authorization rates at the lowest optimized cost.

Pay and get paid your way
Choose from a variety of funding options ranging from currency choices to speed of settlement.

Try Access Worldpay
Schedule a call with one of our experts at: worldpay.com

Are you a developer?
Visit our online community fully loaded with resources:
devveloper.worldpay.com/docs/access-worldpay

About Worldpay from FIS
Worldpay from FIS (NYSE:FIS) is a leading payments technology company that powers global commerce for merchants, banks, and capital markets. Processing 75 billion transactions topping $9T for 20,000+ clients annually, Worldpay lifts economies and communities by advancing the way the world pays, banks, and invests.
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